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Celebrations are an excellent platform to bring children closer to
each other. It is during  celebrations that we create wonderful
memories. Children make meaningful connections by interacting
with environment around them. Children learn how to greet each
other, welcome newer ideas and get a chance to explore their
creative side. It is an undebatable fact that celebrations is a lot of
fun. TIPS advocates learning things the fun way and to respect
one another’s diversity.We ensure to celebrate every little
moment spent with the little ones.Special days are dedicated in
the academic calendar to acknowledge and express gratitude too
things and loved ones around us. 

Grandparents day:
For the first time ever TIPS celebrated grandparents day inviting
all the grandparents to school. A day filled with love, laughter and
fun. That was what the Grandparents day was all about. A range of
fun games were organised where the grandparents got an
opportunity to participate with their grandchildren. A sense of
pride fill the air as they played all the games with so much
enthusiasm and involvement.

“Celebrations infuse life with passion and purpose.
They summon the human spirit.”

Terrence E. Deal

Teachers day:
A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instil a love of learning.
When a student remembers their teachers, that will be a great honour for them. Here
the kids of KG-2 show their gratitude by making them colourful and creative greeting
card. We are thankful to have great students.
Expert talk:
Good stories surprise us. They make us think and feel. Here our little champs KG-2
explored with our parent into the characters of the story; with joy and surprise. We
have many more festivals in India and all these festivals becomes a reason to gather
all relatives and friends and forget all the tiredness gained in the whole year and after
the festivals, We can work again with more energy!

Ms. Kiruthika
KG 1 Homeroom Teacher

"The more you celebrate your life, the more there is in life to celebrate."  
Oprah Winfrey



Learning Curve

Learning through play
"Wherever there is number, there is beauty"-  Proclus

      Everything is a learning experience. One of the finest and most
enjoyable way of doing this is through play and activities. By
engaging students in hands-on experiences and reflection, they are  
able to connect the information learnt and knowledge acquired in
the classroom to real-world situations.
    To demonstrate their understanding in math-Grouping of
numbers up to 10 and skip counting in 2’s up to 20 the children did
two different activities. It was all great fun and students were able
to understand them better. Skip counting is so much more. It helps
students see patterns in numbers as well as lays a great foundation
for number sense and learning the multiplication facts. This is  fun
and useful tool when teaching this skill.



Parent Chronicles

“The best way to make children good is to make them happy.” –Oscar Wilde

When we think of grandparents we are instantly reminded of unconditional
love and happiness. The goodies that grandma makes  and the games that we
play with our grandpa and grandma are the best of any body's childhood. To
commemorate the importance of grandparents in our lives, we at TIPS
celebrated the Grandparents’ day with pomp and show.

 

Our grandparents were welcomed with handmade crowns and the wishes of
their grand children were displayed through a video. Several fun games were
organised. Both the grandparent and the grand child took active part in them.
Art and craft activities were also organised which saw both of them displaying
their creativity to the core. The quality time that they shared with each other
was evident and the joy that our grandparents felt was shared in their feedback
after the event.

 

 

Thanks for a wonderful grandparents’ 

day. It was really amazing. Teachers have 

definitely put in the best foot forward 

and the children have out performed 

themselves. Thank you for guiding them 

always. (Grandparent of Ajitesh)

 

We loved the way the whole event was
organized and executed. Kindly organize

such events on a regular basis. We
enjoyed spending time with our grand
child. Thanks (Grandparent of Taanya).

Kudos to the entire team for organising
such a beautiful event for us.
(Grandparent of Sai Nivrithi).



Pocket Phonics

Knowledge of phonics helps children hear, identify and use different
sounds that distinguish one word from another in the English .

Written language can be compared to a code, so knowing the sounds of
individual letters and how those letters sound when they’re combined will
help children decode words as they read. The most widely used approach
associated with the teaching of reading in which phonemes (sounds)
associated with particular graphemes (letters) are pronounced in isolation
and blended together (synthesised). 

Our young readers of KG 2 have been learning about blends and are
exploring different objects in their immediate environment that have the
blends. They have shared their knowledge with their peers. This activity
helped build their confidence and communication skills. During the
parent teacher meet they sang a song and identified the words which had
blends in it. They have started applying their learning in real life scenarios,
which is the basic essence of learning .

"If a child memorizes ten words, the child can read only ten words, but if the
child learns the sounds of ten letters, the child will be able to read 350

three-sound words, 4,320 four-sound words, and 21,650 five-sound words"
Martin



Health and Beyond

Make it a family affair.
·Stay involved.
·Keep it simple.

"came from a plant, Eat It; was made in a plant, Don't." – Michael Pollan,
Author And Journalist
Raising healthy children sounds pretty simple: Good nutrition and 60
minutes of physical activity a day protects kids from obesity, diabetes,
and a host of chronic diseases later in life.
These days though, health-conscious parents have to compete against
any number of unhealthy temptations. "The environment plays a huge
role in supporting unhealthy habits. As a parent, what can we do? 

And never forget: Parents play a key role in their children’s choices and
behaviors.
As our children learn the topic of “I love my food” they are well aware of
the benefits of eating healthy food and why junk food should be avoided.
They do understand that healthy food keep them well balanced and keep
them more healthier and strong. The kids have exhibited their learning in a
fun way of decorating their fruits(carving) and vegetables and speaking
few sentences about them



Budding Influencer

Children spend most of their time at school, so as a facilitator it’s our
responsibility to drive them in a right path with good virtues. TIPS truly
believes that, a child needs to be an empathetic person first in order to
be a global citizen.Caring for the society around you is as important as
caring for self.With the ongoing seasonal illness on the rise it is extremely
important that we should be responsible to take care of our health as
well as those around us. As you can see our KG children are giving mask
to the care taker.It however may be a simple gesture ,but this small  act
of kindness with our constant  incentive, will make caring, generous ,
kind, happy and international minded citizen for future.

Not all of us can do great things,
But we can do small things with great love…

-Mother Teresa



Potpourri 

      It is always been maintained that the future of a country lies in the hands of its children.
Teachers, as mentors, can mould students into future leaders who then shape the destiny of the
nation. They also play a significant role in our lives to help us become successful in our careers
and business. They gently nudge us to become good human beings, better members of our society
and even ideal citizens of the country. Teachers' Day is actually a celebration to acknowledge the
hardship, challenges and the unparalleled role that the teachers play in our lives.
      On Teachers' Day, students in our school organized various activities in order to entertain the
teachers. These activities include dance, Music, mimicry of teachers,.Students showered teachers
with flowers and handmade cards. All of this is a way for students to express their love and
respect for their teachers.

Grandparents Day
The Indian Public school celebrated Grandparents’ Day with gratitude and compassion for all
the grandparents of  KG students. This event holds a significantly special place in our hearts as
it is a great time to remind ourselves of what our elders mean to us. It is a celebration of
selfless and limitless love and it is an opportunity for both grandparents and grandchildren to
express affection for each other. Grandparents play a pivotal role in grooming young minds,
passing  values and chiseling wisdom with their valuable guidance. A range of fun games were
conducted to engage the grandparents with their grandchildren. The most surprising part about
the event was that the grandparents were equally active and enthusiastic and kept par with the
energy levels of their grandchildren,

Teachers' Day



Candid Memories



Candid Memories



Candid Memories



Look Out For

Reach Us at

Follow us on 

Diwali Navratri

www.tipskovai.com

World Food Day 

HalLoween  

Global Handwashing Day   

https://www.facebook.com/TIPScoimbatore/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWp467OMpzF7l9c0juOmCVA/featured
https://www.instagram.com/tipscoimbatore/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
https://tipskovai.com/

